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Abstract

This article presents an application of S-GaMMES in order to study the evolution of the
natural gas trade in northwestern Europe. S-GaMMES is a stochastic dynamic Generalized
Nash-Cournot model that describes the evolution of the natural gas markets. The major gas
chain players are depicted including: producers, consumers, storage, and pipeline operators,
as well as intermediate local traders. The gas demand is made random because of the oil
price fluctuations. The model has been applied to represent the northwestern European
natural gas market and to forecast, until 2035, after a calibration process, consumption,
prices, production, and long-term contracts prices and volumes in the different scenarios.
Finally, we defined and calculated the value of stochastic solution adapted to our model.

keywords
Energy markets modeling, Game theory, Generalized Nash-Cournot equilibria, Quasi-Variational
Inequality, Equilibrium problems, Stochastic programing.

1 Introduction

S-GaMMES, Stochastic Gas Market Modeling with Energy Substitution is a Stochastic Generalized-
Nash Cournot model that describes the natural gas market trade. The key features of the model
are the following: energy substitution between coal, oil and natural gas is taken into account,
long-term contracts (LTC) are endogenously described and the oil price’s fluctuation is captured
by modeling the oil price as a random variable. Therefore, S-GaMMES is particularly well suited
to describe the European gas trade, which is still mainly dominated by long-term contracts in the
upstream and where the LTCs are oil price indexed. This paper is an application of our model
to the northwestern European natural gas trade. The perimeter of the study and the calibration
process are presented in the first section. Then the results are discussed and analyzed. These
results contain scenario forecasts of the consumption, prices, production, and gas dependence in
Europe. LTC prices and volumes are also provided and analyzed. In the following section, we
define and calculate the value, the loss, and the gain of the stochastic solution in order to quan-
tify the usefulness of taking into account stochasticity in the model. The last section concludes
the paper.

We refer to the theoretical presentation of S-GaMMES for a description of the economic
structure and the scenario tree, as well as for the notation used.

∗EDF Research and Development, IFP Energies nouvelles and EconomiX-CNRS, University of Paris 10, France
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2 The European natural gas markets model

This section puts the model at work and presents our numerical results.

2.1 The representation

This section presents an application of the model to the northwestern European natural gas
market. The representation is very similar to the one presented in the deterministic version of
GaMMES [1]. The following array summuerizes the main actors, production and storage sites
and the seasons studied:
Producers Fields Consuming markets Independent traders Storage sites
Russia Russiaf France Francetr Francest
Algeria Algeriaf Germany Germanytr Germanyst
Norway Norwayf The Netherlands The Netherlandstr The Netherlandsst
The Nethherlandsf NLf UK UKtr UKst

UK UKf Belgium Belgiumtr Belgiumst

Seasons Time Time step # Scenario nodes # Branches at each time step
off-peak 2000− 2035 5 years 31 2 or 1

peak

We aggregate all the production fields of each producer into one production node. We assume
that each consuming market is associated with one independent local trader (indexed by tr). As
an example, Francetr would be GDF-SUEZ and Germanytr would be E-On Ruhrgas. All the
storage sites are also aggregated so that there is one storage node per consuming country. As
for the transport, the different gas routes given in Figure 1 were considered.

The local production in the different consuming countries and the imports from non-represented
producers, which are small, are exogenously taken into consideration.

We remind that the scenario tree representation we have used concerns the fluctuations of
the oil price. Figure 2 shows that scenario tree. 1

The model has been solved, in its extensive form, using the solver PATH [20] from GAMS.
In order to have an algorithm convergence in a reasonable time, we used a five-year time-step
resolution. We chose five years because it is the typical length of time needed to construct in-
vestments in production, infrastructure or storage. Also, the inverse demand function has been
linearized.

2.2 The calibration

The calibration process has been carried out in order to best meet:

• the global natural gas consumption,

• the industrial sector gas price and

• the volumes produced by each gas producer,
1We refer to the theoretical description of S-GaMMES for the values chosen for λ1, λ2 and µ.
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Figure 1:
The northwestern European natural gas routes, production, and storage sites.

at scenario node 0. We recall that this node corresponds to the time period between 2000 and
2004 (the first time period). Therefore, there is no randomness associated with this node.

The data for the market prices, consumed volumes, and imports is the publicly available set
from IEA [36]. We define a new variable exchtmpd that represents the exported volume from
producer p to market d. More precisely :

∀t, m, p, d, exchtmpd =
∑
i

Bid zp
t
mpi + xtmpd

The matrix B is such that Bid = 1 if the independent trader i is located in market d (e.g.,
GDF-SUEZ in France, E-On Ruhrgas in Germany) and Bid = 0 otherwise. Hence, one can notice
that the exchanged volumes include both the spot and long-term contract trades.

The calibration elements we used are the inverse demand function parameters αt
md, γ

t
md, pc

t
md

and βtmd. The idea is that the system dynamics model is run in order to calculate all the inverse
demand function parameters, for all the markets and at each year and season of our study. The
calibration technique slightly adjusts these values to make the model correctly describe the his-
torical data (between 2000 and 2004). More details about the calibration of the demand function
and its parameters’ values are given in [3]

In order to calibrate the produced volumes properly, we introduced security of supply param-
eters that link each pair of producer/consuming countries (p, d). A security of supply measure
forces each country not to import from any producer more than a fixed percentage (denoted by
SSP ) of the overall imports.This property can be rewritten as follows:
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∀t, m, p, d, exchtmpd ≤ SSPpd

∑
p

exchtmpd

The security of supply parameters are also an output of the calibration process.
The calibration tolerates a maximum error of 5% for the prices and consumed quantities and
10% for the imported/exported volumes. The tolerated error is higher for the exchanged volumes
because they depend on the exports decided by the producers for all the targeted consumers,
even those that are not in the scope of the model. As an example, the exported volumes from
Russia to CIS (CEI) countries are exogenous to our model.

2.3 Results

We refer to [1] for a more detailed analysis of the results. This section focuses mainly on the
theoretical results, in order to highlight the role of randomness in the model.

In order to estimate the demand function parameters, our model requests exogenous inputs:
the markets’ global energy demand and coal price evolution (scenario provided by the European
Commision [18]). We assume that the coal price remains constant and that the oil price follows
a Markov chain regime. The annual gross consumption growth per year is given in the following
chart (starting from 2000).

Annual growth Total gross consumption (in % per year)
France 0.46

Germany 0.06
United Kingdom 0.02

Belgium 0.06
The Netherlands 0.11

Figure 3 gives the evolution of the consumption and prices in the demand markets between
2000 and 2035, for the different scenarios given in Figure 2. We consider the different leaves of
the tree, indexed by their scenario node number (between 24 and 31) and draw the evolution
of the consumption, with time, following the path in the tree that leads to the corresponding
leaf. It is important to remember that all the possible scenarios are solved simultaneously while
respecting the non-anticipativity conditions. To analyze the actors’ and markets’ behavior, we
also run S-GaMMES with two deterministic evolutions of the demand:

• A "High" demand case, where the oil price follows the path that leads to node 24. This
corresponds to a deterministic increase of the oil price between 2000 and 2035 (a logarithmic
change of λ1 ≥ 0).

• A "Low" demand case, where the oil price follows the path that leads to node 31. This
corresponds to a deterministic decrease of the oil price between 2000 and 2035 (a logarithmic
change of λ2 ≤ 0).

In the "High" and "Low" cases, it is assumed that the players know exactly, a priori, whether
the oil prices are going to follow path 24 (constant and continuous increase of the oil price) or
path 31 (constant and continuous decrease of the oil price).

One can notice that the evolution of the consumption and prices in all the scenarios is bounded
by the deterministic "High" and "Low" scenarios. This result is intuitive because in both cases,
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Figure 3:
Consumption and prices in the different scenarios.
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it is assumed that the players have perfect foresight of the demand evolution. Besides, scenarios
24 and 31’s results bind the other scenarios’ consumption and prices evolution, because they cor-
respond to a continuous a constant increase (scenario 24) or decrease (scenario 31) of the oil price.

The following table gives the consumption annual percentage growth (APG) mean value,
between 2005 and 2035, in the European countries studied. The ratio betwen the standard
deviation and the mean value of the consumption in 2035 (last period) is also given. The latter
quantifies the impact of randomness on the spread of consumption with time. More particularly,
we will define the spread by the following:

spread =
Standard deviation in 2035

Mean value in 2035
(1)

The spread, a measure of the standard error, can be defined for all the parameters or market
outcome that depend on the scenarios (consumption, prices, production, etc.). Intuitively, if the
spread is high, this means that randomness may play an important role in the decisions made by
the actors that influence the market outcome. This situation indicates that a stochastic model is
more accurate to represent the market behavior as compared to a deterministic one. This notion
will be detailed later while introducing and calculating the value of the stochastic solution.

Consumption France Germany UK Belgium The Netherlands
(APG) mean value (%/year) -1.15 -0.62 -1.76 -0.09 -0.81
Spread (in %) 11.1 8.5 4.9 10.4 6.5

One can notice that the spread has the highest value in France, which suggests that the
fluctuations of the oil price influence the French gas consumption a great deal. On the contrary,
the spread is relatively low in the United Kingdom. This country also has the highest decrease
of consumption (in all scenarios). Indeed, the decrease of consumption is mainly due to the fact
that the United Kingdom has low gas reserves (around 900 Bcm in 2000, [10].) and will have to
rely on foreign (especially Russian and Algerian) supplies in the coming decades. Therefore, the
evolution of the consumption in the UK is greatly dependent on the supply and less on the oil
price fluctuations.
One can notice that the natural gas consumption is expected to decrease between 2000 and 2035,
in most of the scenarios, even if the demand increases. This is mainly due to the fact that the
initial natural gas reserves in Europe are relatively low compared to the demand. Since we do not
represent explorations activities (for Shale gas for instance), the foreign dependence, especially
toward Russia and Algeria, will grow with time, which will force the prices up mainly because
of two reasons: first, the growing market power exerted by Russia and Algeria and second, the
high transportation costs.

The following table gives the price annual percentage growth (APG) mean value and the
spread, between 2005 and 2035, in the European countries studied.

Price France Germany UK Belgium The Netherlands
(APG) mean value (%/year) 0.89 1.14 0.73 1.25 0.65
Spread (in %) 17.2 17.1 15.5 16.3 18.4

The spread is higher for the prices than for the consumption. This is intuitive because the
gas prices are more correlated to the oil price as compared to the consumption. Like for the
consumption, France has the highest price spread in 2035.

Figure 4 shows the evolution of the production (dedicated to the consuming countries we
studied) over time, in the different scenarios.
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Figure 4:
Production in the different scenarios.
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The Russian and Algerian shares in the European consumption is expected to grow, in all the
possible scenarios. The Deutch and The UK production is expected to decrease with time, with
a very small spread. This is mainly due to the limited reserves of gas initially present in these
countries that reduces the correlation between the supply of these countries and the demand
which is linked to the oil price that is random. The Norwegian production varies a lot with the
scenario and has a relatively high spread.

Now it may be interesting to analyze the impact of randomness on the long-term contracts.
The following table gives the different long-term contracts’ (LTC) volumes and prices between the
producers and the independent traders (stochastic). In order to compare with the deterministic
version, we also report the LTC results in the High and Low cases. 2

Stochastic
Volume(Bcm/year) France Germany UK Belgium The Netherlands Total
Russia 0.84 32.26 0.00 0.00 0.00 33.10
Algeria 4.03 0.00 0.00 8.80 0.00 12.84
The Netherlands 0.00 0.00 0.00 9.42 5.91 15.33
Norway 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.16 0.00 12.16
UK 0.00 0.00 24.55 0.00 0.00 24.55
Total 4.87 32.26 24.55 30.38 5.91 97.98

High
Volume(Bcm/year) France Germany UK Belgium The Netherlands Total
Russia 0.31 33.61 0.00 0.00 0.00 33.92
Algeria 4.04 0.00 0.00 8.79 0.00 12.83
The Netherlands 0.00 0.00 0.00 9.23 5.84 15.06
Norway 1.11 0.00 2.88 12.44 0.00 16.43
UK 0.00 0.00 23.64 0.00 0.00 23.64
Total 5.47 33.61 26.53 30.45 5.84 101.89

Low
Volume(Bcm/year) France Germany UK Belgium The Netherlands Total
Russia 0.86 30.95 0.00 0.00 0.00 31.80
Algeria 3.93 0.00 0.00 8.88 0.00 12.81
The Netherlands 0.00 0.00 0.00 9.58 5.58 15.16
Norway 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.02 0.00 12.02
UK 0.00 0.00 24.89 0.00 0.00 24.89
Total 4.78 30.95 24.89 30.48 5.58 96.69

Stochastic
Price($/cm) France Germany UK Belgium The Netherlands
Russia 0.12 0.12 nc nc nc
Algeria 0.12 nc nc 0.13 nc
The Netherlands nc nc nc 0.13 0.14
Norway nc nc nc 0.13 nc
UK nc nc 0.15 nc nc

2nc denotes a no-contract situation.
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High
Price($/cm) France Germany UK Belgium The Netherlands
Russia 0.13 0.13 nc nc nc
Algeria 0.13 nc nc 0.14 nc
The Netherlands nc nc nc 0.14 0.16
Norway 0.13 0.16 0.14 nc nc
UK nc nc 0.16 nc nc

Low
Price($/cm) France Germany UK Belgium The Netherlands
Russia 0.12 0.12 nc nc nc
Algeria 0.12 nc nc 0.12 nc
The Netherlands nc nc nc 0.12 0.14
Norway nc nc nc 0.12 nc
UK nc nc 0.15 nc nc

One can notice that if a pair of producer-independent trader contract on the long-term, the
corresponding LTC price is nonnegative. Besided, the spot prices in the consuming countries,
reported in Figure 3 are in general higher than the LTC prices. One can also notice that the Bel-
gian trader is the one that diversifies the most his gas supplies (three sources). This is due to its
geographical location, which is close to three producing countries: Norway, The Netherlands and
Algeria (we remind that the Algerian production node is directly linked to Belgium via a GNL
route). A consuming country, which produces natural gas, such as the UK or The Netherlands,
sees the corresponding independent trader contract on the long-term exclusively with the local
producer. This is quite intuitive because of the geographical proximity. Besides, for a particular
trader, the LTC price is the same with respect to all the possible supply sources. This suggests
that the LTC prices are correlated to the spot prices. An independent trader may tolerate high
supply marginal costs if his marginal revenue or the spot price in his spot market, which is the
market where he has to support the least transportation costs, is high enough.

A comparison between the Stochastic, High and Low cases shows that the LTC volumes con-
tracted are, on average, 1.5% higher in the Stochastic case than in the Low case. On the contrary,
LTC volumes are, on average, 4% lower in the Stochastic case than in the High case. There are
even some contracts in the High case that do not exist in the Stochastic case: Norway-UK (2.9
Bcm/year) and Norway-France (1.1 Bcm/year). Regarding the prices, the results are similar:
the Stochastic LTC prices are, on average 2.5% higher than in the Low case and the Stochastic
LTC prices are, on average 9% lower than in the High case.

These results are quite intuitive: in the stochastic model, the strategic players need to hedge
their decisions on the long-term, against the oil price fluctuations. In a High scenario perfect
foresight, the demand increases constantly with time and the independent traders need to con-
tract more important volumes in order to ensure a sufficient supply. In that situation, the spot
price is expected to be relatively high (see Figure 3) and therefore the independent traders can
support higher supply costs, which benefits to the producers. This explanation holds for the
Stochastic-Low cases LTC comparison.

2.4 The value of the stochastic solution

Now we define a measure that allows us to quantify the utility to introduce stochasticity in the
S-GaMMES model. Following [54], we adapt the concept of the value of the stochastic solution,
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introduced by [7] to analyze the performance of stochastic programing, to the context of imper-
fect competition and Equilibrium problems.

For that purpose, we will compare the Stochastic Model (SM) and the Mean Value Model
(MVM) results, which will be defined later. In our representation, at each time period, the oil
price is modeled as a random variable whose mean value will be denoted by:

pt = 〈pωt 〉ω (2)

The mean value is calculated by considering all the scenarios ω that correspond to time-step t.

The Mean Value Model is a deterministic model where, at each time step, we approximate
the oil price by its mean value pt. Figure 5 is a schematic description of both models.
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Figure 5:
The stochastic Model (SM) and Mean Value Model (MVM).

We will compare the different players’ utilities in the Stochastic and Mean Value cases. We
will also compare the Stochastic, the High demand and Low demand cases utilities. For a
particular player, we will define:

• The SM utility ΠSM by the expected value of its global utility over the possible scenarios,
in the SM output.

• The MVM utility ΠMVM by the value of its global utility over time, in the MVM output.

• The HM utility ΠHM by the value of its global utility over time, in the High case output.

• The LM utility ΠLM by the value of its global utility over time, in the Low case output.
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• The value of the stochastic solution defined by:

V SS = ΠSM −ΠMVM (3)

• The loss of the stochastic solution defined by:

LSS = ΠSM −ΠHM (4)

• The gain of the stochastic solution defined by:

GSS = ΠSM −ΠLM (5)

Note that the Mean Value Model, the High demand and Low demand cases are deterministic
situations, where the players have a perfect foresight of the future. The VSS is a means to quan-
tify the importance of using stochasticity in the model. The GSS measures the gain obtained
by the players when taking into consideration stochasticity, as compared to a deterministic low
demand regime. To the contrary, the LSS measures the loss supported by the players when
taking into consideration stochasticity, as compared to a deterministic high demand regime. In
linear and non-linear stochastic programing, Birge and Louveaux [7] demonstrated that the VSS
is nonnegative. However, this result may not hold for MCPs or Equilibrium Stochastic Problems.
Indeed, since we do not deal with a unique objective function to optimize, but rather with mul-
tiple correlated ones, it is not straightforward that each player would benefit from taking care of
stochasticity. The same conclusions hold for the GSS and LSS. Indeed, in stochastic programing,
it is intuitive that the GSS is nonnegative whereas the LSS is negative. However this may not
be true when dealing with MCP formulations.

The following table gives the VSS, GSS and LSS for the producers.3 A producer’s utility is
his profit.

VSS (*109 $) VSS (%) GSS (%) LSS (%)
Russia 9.23 9.23 19.45 -19.85
Algeria 0.91 1.43 7.23 -17.32
The Netherlands -0.87 -0.58 0.75 -4.69
Norway -0.29 -0.29 2.4 -14.66
UK -1.18 -0.72 0.8 -5.42
Total 7.80 1.35 4.80 -10.79

The average VSS for the producers is 1.35%, which is nonnegative. This means that on av-
erage, the producers benefit from the use of randomness in their optimization programs. There
are some cases where the VSS is negative (The Netherlands, Norway and The UK). However,
the corresponding values are relatively small. Russia is the producer that benefits the most from
the use of stochasticity, with a VSS of 9%. Regarding the GSS and LSS, their average values are
4.8% and -10.8% respectively. All the producers have a nonnegative GSS and negative LSS.

The following table gives the VSS for the independent traders. An independent trader’s util-
ity is his profit.

3The VSS in % is defined by ΠSM−ΠMV M
ΠSM

. The definition is similar for the GSS and LSS in %.
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VSS (*109 $) VSS (%) GSS (%) LSS (%)
France -0.03 -0.54 3.89 -27.08
Germany 0.15 0.37 4.09 -13.40
UK 0.17 1.28 1.01 -18.17
Belgium -0.15 -0.51 1.24 -6.81
The Netherlands 0.55 14.29 12.08 2.55
Total 0.69 0.73 3.05 -12.17

The average VSS for the traders is 0.73%, which is nonnegative. This means that on aver-
age, the independent traders benefit from the use of randomness in their optimization programs.
Nevertheless, there are some cases where the VSS is negative. The Dutch trader is the one that
benefits the most from the use of stochasticity, with a VSS of 14%. The average GSS is 3.05%
and the average LSS is -12.17%. The Dutch trader has a positive LSS. However, the value is
relatively small compared to the GSS or the VSS.

The previous results concerned the strategic players, who directly take into consideration
randomness in their profits. Now it may be interesting to measure the VSS for the non-strategic
players.

The following table gives the VSS for the consumers. The consumers’ utility is their surplus:
if the inverse demand function is p(q) and the consumed quantity is Q, then the utility is defined
by

∫ Q
0 (p(q)− p(Q)) q dq.

VSS (*109 $) VSS (%) GSS (%) LSS (%)
France 0.76 0.28 2.43 -16.52
Germany 1.86 0.46 2.49 -9.28
UK 3.23 2.54 2.71 -2.93
Belgium 0.33 0.42 2.39 -11.1
The Netherlands 1.37 1.26 2.9 -12.5
Total 7.55 0.76 2.54 -10.88

The average VSS for the consuming countries is 0.76%, which is nonnegative. This means
that in general, the consumers benefit from the use of randomness. Note that this result is not
intuitive because the consumers’ surplus is not taken into account in the producers or the traders
payoff. However, this can be explained by the fact that in S-GaMMES, the strategic players have
a better representation of the demand fluctuations that directly influences the consumers’ sur-
plus. The United Kingdom is the country that benefits the most from the use of stochasticity,
with a VSS of 2.5%. The average GSS and LSS values are respectively 2.5% and -10.88%

The following table gives the VVS for the pipeline (TSO) and storage operators (SSO). The
utility is the opposite of the cost they minimize. The VSS and GSS are also nonnegative, whereas
the LSS is negative.

VSS (*109 $) VSS (%) GSS(%) LSS(%)
TSO 5.69 8.33 0.67 -38.67
SSO 0 0 0 0

In conclusion, the use of the Value of the Stochastic Solution allows us to quantify the
gain earned by the players (strategic and non-strategic) when considering stochasticity in their
decisions. When calculated in S-GaMMES, the results suggest that, on average, all the strategic
and non-strategic players benefit from the use of randomness. However, since we are dealing with
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an Equilibrium Stochastic Problem, there are some players who may suffer from that situation,
which may lead to their utility becoming smaller.
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3 Conclusion

This paper applies S-GaMMES to the northwestern European gas trade. The model was solved
using the solver PATH on GAMS. After the calibration process, it was applied to understand the
European natural gas trade forecast between 2000 and 2035 in terms of consumption, prices, pro-
duction, and LTC prices and volumes, in the different possible scenarios allowed by the scenario
tree. In particular, we have defined and calculated the spread of consumption and prices in the
different countries in order to quantify the importance of taking into account stochasticity in the
model. We have also compared LTC prices in the stochastic versus the deterministic situations,
in order to understand how the producers hedge their investment-related risk when dealing with
an uncertain demand.

More generally, we have defined the value of the stochastic solution, as well as the gain and
loss of the stochastic solution. This can be carried out by comparing the stochastic model results
and its deterministic equivalent. This also allows one to quantify the importance and usefulness
of taking into consideration the demand randomness. The value of the stochastic solution can be
calculated for all the players in order to identify those who benefit from the use of stochasticity
from those who do not. On average, taking into account stochasticity benefits to all the players.
However, since we are dealing with imperfect competition, some players may reduce their utility
when dealing with stochastic programming. Such players have been identified in this paper.
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